HPFi® Continues Operations During COVID-19 Pandemic

HPFi® (High Point Furniture Industries) is continuing manufacturing and operations as an essential manufacturer in the supply of products and services to essential industries. HPFi is operating as a critical manufacturing business as referenced in the joint “Stay at Home” proclamation issued by The City of High Point, NC and Guilford County, NC on March 25th based on the following excerpt from the proclamation:

xv. Business that supply other essential businesses with the support or supplies necessary to operate;

HPFi remains committed to the health and safety of our associates and protecting their families and the central North Carolina community. HPFi has been incorporating the appropriate procedures to protect our office and factory associates.

HPFi operates manufacturing facilities and a 4,100 sq. ft. showroom in High Point, North Carolina. With roots in High Point, the furniture capital of the world, HPFi combines the skill and expertise of seasoned furniture craftspeople with modern day technology to deliver exceptional value to its customers.

For additional information on HPFi, please contact Tom Carrigan, Vice President of Marketing, 1104 Bedford Street, High Point, NC 27263, telephone: 336-431-7101, ext. 2241, fax: 336-431-0673, email: TomC@hpfi.com.
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